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match 2 market

Finding Your Market

The Scenario
Tony and John are in different stages of their financial careers but both needed a boost in their 
marketing and business development. Tony had business coming in but he wanted something more 
structured to guarantee he was meeting new potential clients as well as build out relationships. John, 
was newer to the industry and wanted to find a market to develop his client base.

Both Tony and John had heard about the Match 2 Market program Ameritas offered and wondered if it would 
be a right fit to boost their practice so they reached out to Katrina at Ameritas. Katrina taught them 
the steps involved in determining their market and how the program will help determine the right match. 
By following the Match 2 Market program, both would not only meet new people but learn the tools to help 
them. 

The Planning Strategy
The first step Tony and John took in the Match 2 Market program was to determine a niche or market. When 
they did so, Katrina suggested to think of what interested them. It may include the hobbies they had, their past 
professional connections, the communities they are a part of or the group of friends they already knew. The 
next step in the program was to research the niche market they selected and then finally they both held focus 
group sessions with key members in their markets. Following the session, Katrina helped interpret the 
information and build out a marketing plan, allowing them both to continue to work with their market as well as 
grow it. 

Working with the Match 2 Market program, Tony and John were able to find and develop a niche market that 
could best serve them. They found a center of influence within their niche to help introduce them to more people 
with the same needs and concerns and ultimately build their client base. Both Tony and John became a trusted 
resource for the niche - not only building long lasting relationships, but business as well. 
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Tony Socci, Omega Financial Group
My business was very reactional. Whatever came across my desk is what I worked 
on. The only marketing I was doing was talking to my existing clients as their policy 
anniversary came up.

The Match 2 Market Program helped me identify a market I would be well-suited for. 
I wanted a laid-back approach that would make the introduction to a new client easy 
and without barriers. 

The process then helped me review this market’s needs and how I could help them. 
It helped me learn how my market networks and the best ways to connect.

I am still working my inforce business and whatever else comes across my desk, but 
now I have some fresh faces that I am meeting every month because of the Match 2 
Market program. 

John Mazza, Southeast Financial Services, Inc.
As a new agent, I’ve been mostly capitalizing on my natural market and working with 
referrals and orphan clients. I wanted to find a market that would be a good fit for me to 
gain new business and that would help me grow my business into the future. 

The Match 2 Market program helped me identify my target market and find an advocate 
within that group. My advocate is deeply involved with my target market. I worked with 
him to come up with strategies that he and people who think like him would agreeably 
respond to.

Match 2 Market helped motivate me to get the work done. I am very comfortable in 
talking to people about our business; however, this process really helped me think 
about my approach differently.

I am fortunate to be in such a cool and innovative market, and the Match 2 Market 
program helped me get here.

Hear from Your Peers – Match 2 Market Success

The Moral of the Story
If in need of help with new market development, 
contact Katrina Jones, Strategic Sales Consultant 
to discuss the Match 2 Market program today. 
402-325-4160, katrina.jones@ameritas.com




